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KEY=BEND - ANNA JAIRO
ALONE ON EARTH
CreateSpace Signal Bend, Missouri and the Night Horde MC gained notoriety
after a shootout on Main Street brought down major players in the Midwest
meth trade. The media have turned the Horde into folk heroes, and
Hollywood wants a piece of that action. Riley Chase is America's
Sweetheart, with a starring role on a popular television series, and now
she's the lead actress in the movie about Signal Bend. In Hollywood she's
hounded by the press, without the luxury of privacy or secrets, forced to
play out her most intimate moments, even tragic ones, on a public stage.
In Signal Bend, she's nearly anonymous, able to discover who she is behind
her image. Bart Elstad is the Horde Intelligence Oﬃcer. His responsibility is
to keep the club's secrets buried, especially while the world is looking their
way with a long distance lens. He's in charge of the actors while they're in
town to research their roles. Bart and Riley forge a quick but intense
connection. A casual connection without expectations soon deepens, far
more than either of them could have predicted. He sees the woman behind
the starshine. She sees the man under the leather. Two very diﬀerent
worlds merge for a brief moment, but reality can't be suspended forever.
Chaos breaks loose both within and beyond the club. Tensions that have
been simmering boil over, with catastrophic consequences. The Horde's
most powerful allies, concerned that their secrets might be exposed in the
spotlight of fame, become dangerous enemies. Riley gets caught in the
middle. With the future of the Horde in the balance, Bart makes a sacriﬁce
that will change the club, and his life, forever. Note: Explicit sex and
violence.
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INTO THE STORM
CreateSpace Signal Bend, Missouri survived a war on its streets and has
arrived at a period of growth and peace. The town and its guardians, the
Night Horde MC, relax into this moment of hope, looking toward the future
for the ﬁrst time in decades. Everyone but Robert "Showdown" Ryan.
Having suﬀered tremendous loss in that war, and taking on the burden of
blame for it, Show has nothing left of himself. He is an empty husk of a
man, drowning in grief and whiskey, seeking relief in numbness. Shannon
Bannerman has come to Signal Bend to manage the new Keller Acres Bed &
Breakfast. She has left a successful city life to start anew in this tiny town,
trying to keep the door closed on the regrets of her past. Shannon is drawn
to Show despite his stony detachment, and he is drawn to her despite his
need to stay numb. But the pain in their pasts is deep and damaging. Only
real love, like neither of them has ever known, could heal it. NOTE: explicit
sex.

BEHOLD THE STARS
CreateSpace Lawrence Ellis, with vast wealth and power, has made it known
that he wants control of Signal Bend, Missouri. He is a man who always
gets what he wants; there are no limits to the lengths he'll go, and he has
the means to pay all manner of people to do his dirty work for him. The
Night Horde MC, led by its President, Isaac Lunden, is wildly outmatched
but prepared nonetheless to defend their hometown to the last man, and
they are willing to do whatever they must to protect their home. Lilli
Accardo, Isaac's old lady, with her own special skills and resources, stands
with them, rebelling against Isaac's need to shield her. After toying with
them for months, Ellis loses patience for the game and rains down
destruction on the Horde, their families, and the town itself. Tested to
their very limits, beyond anything they could have imagined, forced to
travel dark roads, the citizens of Signal Bend ﬁght a war no one-not even
they themselves-thinks they can win. Challenged constantly from without,
beset by their own inner demons, Isaac and Lilli must ﬁnd the true strength
within their bond. Isaac needs to protect what is his; Lilli needs to stand on
her own; but they are stronger side by side. Even in the deepest darkness,
love brings hope. NOTE: dark themes; explicit sex and violence.

MOVE THE SUN
CreateSpace Lilli Accardo moves to the dying town of Signal Bend, Missouri,
where the citizens have made a devil's bargain to stay aﬂoat. Lilli quickly
garners the attention of the whole town, particularly Isaac Lunden,
President of the Night Horde Motorcycle Club and de facto protector of the
town and its citizens. When it turns out that Lilli is there under murky
circumstances, Isaac decides to get close and try to ﬁgure out what she's
hiding. Their chemistry is instantaneous and electric, but each is a
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potential danger to the other. Action, sex, and drama ensue as Isaac and
Lilli try to navigate the rocky terrain between trust and threat. Note:
Explicit sex and violence.

CARRY THE WORLD
Independently Published Eastern Kentucky, 1937. After the death of her
husband, Ada Donovan returned home to live again with her aging parents.
She does all she can to help them keep the small family farm going. But
times are hard, and there's never enough. During one of her infrequent
visits to town, she sees a help-wanted notice for the Pack Horse Librarian
Project, seeking librarians to ride up high in the mountains and bring books
to the people there. Before her marriage, Ada was a teacher, and the
thought of returning to the work she loved is impossible to resist. The
mountains are her favorite place, books are her great joy, and her horse is
her best friend.But not everyone on the mountain is happy to see
her.Living in a crumbing cabin at the highest, most isolated point of Ada's
route, there's a family that catches her attention. The father keeps to the
shadows. There is no mother to dote on the happy, curious children. But
soon Ada comes to love them just as ﬁercely as the woman they lost.And
makes it her mission to bring them the world.

LEAVE A TRAIL
CreateSpace The Night Horde was once sure of their place in this world.
Now, following a harrowing confrontation with the vicious leader of a
notorious drug cartel, they are weakened in body and spirit, and they no
longer have the unwavering support of the citizens of Signal Bend. They
must ﬁght to reclaim the goodwill of their town and their own sense of
purpose. Justin "Badger" Ness is struggling both physically and mentally
with the price he paid for his place in the brotherhood of the Night Horde.
That which gives him the most strength is becoming his personal demon.
He is in danger of losing sight of what is good and real in the world.
Adrienne Renard is lost between the life she thought she wanted and an
endless world of possibilities. The stepdaughter of Showdown Ryan, the
club VP, comes to Signal Bend out of concern for her friend, worried about
Badger's increasing distance, but she stays to ﬁnd her own place in a life
she never knew she wanted. Together Badger and Adrienne learn that
trust-in each other and in themselves-is where strength truly lies. Without
trust, there can be no atonement, no forgiveness. It's a lesson the Night
Horde and the town of Signal Bend must learn, as well. Leave a Trail is the
ﬁnal volume in the Signal Bend Series. It is a story of struggle and
recovery, of loss and gain, of hope and perseverance, and of the abiding
power of real love. Also included in this volume: The True Seed, a novella
and epilogue to Leave a Trail and to the Signal Bend Series itself. Note:
explicit sex and violence.
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HIDDEN WORTHINESS
Independently Published Twenty years ago, as a young Pagano Brothers
soldier, Donnie Goretti was horribly injured on the job. The devastating
scars of that attack led him to be known as "The Face."Since then, he's
been alone, reminded daily that he's too ugly to look at, much less to love.
He's devoted himself instead to his work, and he rose through the ranks to
become the underboss of the Pagano Brothers family. Now, he is a man of
wealth, inﬂuence, and respect. In the day, he's a powerful executive and
philanthropist. In the night, he's the don's ruthless right hand. When he
wants companionship, he has it; there will always be women attracted to
his status. But he harbors no delusions that they care about him. How
could they, when they can hardly bear to look at him?When he meets
Arianna Luciano, a principal dancer with the Rhode Island Ballet, Donnie
oﬀers her the same arrangement he's oﬀered many other women. He's
armored his heart with cool reserve and an arsenal of iron-clad rules about
what he expects, what he'll allow, and what he'll give in exchange.But Ari
doesn't like rules, and she wants no part of Donnie's oﬀer. She sees his
scars as signs of his pain, markers of his history. They are nothing to be
ashamed of. They don't diminish his worth. She wants the chance to fall in
love.If only she could make him believe it.

DEEP
CreateSpace Nick Pagano is a leader in the Pagano Brothers organization. As
their head enforcer, it has been his responsibility to mete out justice, to
seek retaliation, to uncover the secrets of Pagano enemies by any means
necessary, and to sink deep the evidence of those means. It is work that
requires keen vision and perfect control. It is work at which Nick excels. It
is work that has made him dark. As the Paganos ﬁght a war against an
enemy determined to destroy them and change the landscape of the New
English underworld, the boundaries between work and family that Nick's
father and uncle long ago made sacrosanct are crossed, and Nick's work
becomes personal. Beverly Maddox lives across the hall from Nick. She's
living a life she's worked hard to build, with a job she likes and friends she
loves, content in her surroundings and in her own skin. She thinks the best
of people and oﬀers them her trust and friendship without reservation.
Though her life hasn't always been kind, she has not let the troubles of her
past weigh her down. Her outlook is light, in both senses of the word. It's
her light that catches Nick's eye, and his attention inadvertently causes
Beverly to be swept up into his dark world. Thrust together by
circumstance, Nick comes to see that Beverly's light eases his dark soul.
But will his darkness douse her light instead? Note: explicit sex and
violence.

GOD'S EYE
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Createspace Independent Publishing Platform Loneliness is all that Brenna has
ever known. She doesn't expect that she will ever even know true
companionship, let alone love. People say she was born with the mark of
Odin, but Brenna feels it as a curse rather than a blessing. Those who
would tell her she is favored by the Allfather are too afraid to look on her;
she is apart from her people. Yet she has learned the power of her
diﬀerence, and turned it to her advantage. She is a shieldmaiden, with a
legendary reputation for her valor as well as for her godly gift. Vali is a
giant among his people, well-liked and respected. He is of the Úlfhéðnar, a
berserker, one of Odin's own elite warriors, and one of the ﬁercest and
bravest warriors to wield an axe or spear. He is the Storm-Wolf; his
strength and ferocity are his gifts from the Allfather. Fortune threw the
two warriors together when they were but children. Fate brings them
together again as warriors when two jarls ally for a raid into Estland. Again
and again, Vali seeks Brenna out. He sees her; he sees the woman behind
the whispers. More than that, he will not look away. Vali has not forgotten
the debt he owes Brenna from their very ﬁrst meeting, and in seeking his
opportunity to repay her, he ﬁnds a lonely, beautiful woman whose quiet
strength captures his heart. But the sagas do not sing of warriors who live
quiet lives, or of love that does not know trial and tribulation. Favored by
the gods they may be, but that does not protect Brenna and Vali from the
simple and devastating hardships of their lives. Their reputations cannot
help them. It is their love that must become their legend.Note: Explicit sex
and violence

ROOTED
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform When her mother died, Carmen
stepped into her shoes and became the woman of the family, shouldering
much of the responsibility for raising her two youngest siblings and
keeping the family running. Even though Joey and Rosa are now grown,
she's found it diﬃcult to let that role go. When Rosa graduates from
college, Carmen takes her to Europe for the summer. She means the trip as
not simply a gift, but a way to strengthen their bond as sisters and to help
Rosa, the youngest sibling and the pampered family princess, become a
more fully-realized adult. She has no intention of spending time with
anyone but her sister. Writer and widower Theo Wilde is living in Paris for
several months, with the mission to write his next book. His grown sons,
worried that he is too much alone, push him into the city to meet someone
new. He's not enthusiastic, but he makes a promise to try. It's Carmen he
meets. What begins as a summer ﬂing against the beautiful, romantic
backdrop of Paris becomes something that neither of them expected,
something Carmen is not prepared for. She has always placed her family
ﬁrst, but to be with Theo, she'll need to stretch beyond her roots and grow.
NOTE: explicit sex, some violence.
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TOUCH
Luca Pagano is a second son. The family rebel, he has always been a beat
out of step with his father, who sees him as unserious and unsettled. But
Luca is a man who knows his mind and follows his heart. He's never met a
woman with whom he wants to be serious or settled, and he is deﬁnitely
not looking. Active and adventurous, he prefers an uncomplicated life, free
of any attachments but those of his family.Emmanuelle "Manny" Timko has
recently moved to Quiet Cove. She, too, avoids attachments beyond her
family, but her reasons go deeper than simple preference. To make her
way in the world, she's had to build a life of coping mechanisms and
control.The connection they make together is as intense as it is unlikely. To
love Manny, Luca must learn to love in a new way. To love Luca, Manny
must learn to love at all.When Luca's Uncles come to him to collect on a
debt, what Luca and Manny have found together will be sorely tested.
What happens next could change everything for them and for the whole
Pagano family.Note: explicit sex, violent scenes

FIRE & DARK
Connor Elliott is Sergeant at Arms of the Night Horde SoCal. He was
brought up in the MC life and has never wanted anything else. But he's
found out the hard way that love and the outlaw life don't always mix. Now
he avoids romantic entanglements.Pilar Cordero is a ﬁreﬁghter in San
Bernardino County. Her demanding career has taken its toll, so she, too,
has decided to live her life without romance. She focuses on her friends
and her family and takes physical fulﬁllment when and where she wants
it.When Connor and Pilar meet, best-laid plans quickly go awry.In the midst
of their struggle to understand the power of their connection and reconcile
what they thought they wanted with what they know they need, Pilar's
family and Connor's club collide. The result is explosive, and the aftermath
leaves no one unscarred.Can they come through the ﬁre and dark
together?Note: explicit sex and violence

NOTHING ON EARTH & NOTHING IN HEAVEN
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform England, 1910. Lady Nora Tate is a
young woman caught between the expectations of her station and the
demands of her own heart and mind. The noble world of her birth is a
luxurious cage, locking her away from all she wishes to know and feel and
do, the woman she wishes to be. All around her, the world is changing, and
she ﬁghts to join it, even as she creates scandal with her every attempt to
break free.William Frazier is the scion of an American railroad tycoon, in
England to seek new business opportunities for his family's empire and
visit his good friend, Lord Christopher Tate. With Chris as his guide, he
tours the London Season, and meets his friend's younger sister. He's
captivated at once by the lovely young lady with the sharp wit and
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searching eyes.Raised by visionary parents, William sees Nora's cage for
what it is and admires her striving against constraint. But her world will
neither free her, nor accept him. William would be her hero and save her,
but Nora wants to save herself, if she can.Set against the tumultuous
cultural and political backdrop of the end of the Edwardian Era, on two
continents and across an ocean, Nothing on Earth & Nothing in Heaven is a
story about the deep love between a young woman ﬁnding her voice, and
the man strong enough to stand at her side as she demands the right to
use it.This novel is a standalone.

LOVE & FRIENDSHIP
A SIGNAL BEND BYWAY
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform Note: Love & Friendship is a
companion novella to the Night Horde MC saga. It occurs within the
timeline of Nolan: Return to Signal Bend, and constitutes a substantial
spoiler for events throughout the entire saga. With that in mind... This is a
story of love uprooted by loss. This is a story of love ﬁnding new ground.
This is a story of love taking root in friendship. This is a story of love
learning how to bloom again. This is a story of life growing strong again.
This is the story of Bart and Cory.

IN DARK WOODS AND OTHER STORIES
CreateSpace Ride or die... An act of treachery has weakened Isaac Lunden,
President of the Night Horde MC. His life, and his family's, is changed
fundamentally. Lilli, his old lady, is at his side, exhorting him to ﬁght. But
he isn't sure that what's left to him is enough to ﬁght for. In Dark Woods is
the story of Isaac and Lilli's journey through this diﬃcult time. Also
included in this volume are six short stories that take place during the
Signal Bend Series. Note: Explicit scenes.

ALL THE SKY
CreateSpace Joseph "Havoc" Mariano is an enforcer for the Night Horde MC.
He's a punch ﬁrst, think maybe kind of guy, a man of action. He's impatient
and frustrated with the quiet life-times are changing, his town is changing,
his club is changing, and Havoc places the blame squarely on the women
that his brothers are settling down with. There's only room for two women
in his life: his mother and his sister. Romance holds no appeal for him
whatsoever. He's a homegrown, hometown boy whose attitude covers
scars he's mostly forgotten about. Corinne Hawes is a single mother
struggling to ﬁnd a way to make a life for her and her teenage son, Nolan.
She is an artist at heart, a free spirit on whom the structure and rigor of
routine chafes hard. When she takes a job that makes Havoc her boss, they
butt heads. But in their confrontations, a spark ignites. When they let their
guards down, that spark explodes into a blaze. While Cory learns to trust
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Havoc, and Havoc grapples with a major shift in his priorities and outlook
on life, the period of legitimacy and peace comes to an end for the Horde.
They had no idea that they were in so deep until an old enemy resurfaces
and perpetrates a horror that aﬀects Havoc, and Cory, profoundly. Note:
Explicit sex and violence.

CALM & STORM
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform THE NIGHT HORDE SOCAL SERIES
CONCLUDES. Ronin Drago has always been a ﬁghter, a warrior, a soldier.
Not one to take the lead or the limelight, he stands stalwart with his
brothers, but he keeps his own counsel. The Night Horde SoCal has been
taking too many hits lately, and he fears that they are cracking under the
strain. Every run seems to bring more chaos and less clarity, and Ronin no
longer sees the purpose in their ﬁght. But he is a loyal man, and long ago
the club gave him a family when he had no other, when he came home from
war to an empty life that had once been full of love and promise. Lorraine
Milligan loved the young man that Ronin had been in that long ago time,
and she loves him still. But she broke his heart and left his life empty.
She's regretted it ever since, but she never thought to have the chance to
make amends. In the years since she ran from their young love, she has
made a good life, successful and content, but shadowed by her regret, her
Great Lost Love. When their paths cross unexpectedly and the old spark
between them rekindles, they have a chance to remake a future together.
But ﬁrst Ronin must come to terms with the full dimension of what he lost
when Lorraine left him. And then they both must decide if his club and
their love can ﬁt together at all. **This volume also includes Home & Safe,
the epilogue novella to the Night Horde SoCal series. Note: explicit sex and
violence.

NOLAN
RETURN TO SIGNAL BEND
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform Nolan Mariano is a man shaped by
loss. All his life, people he's loved deeply have left him in one way or
another. In Signal Bend, Missouri, as a son and then a member of the Night
Horde MC, he's found a home and a family. His mother and his younger
brother are protected and loved, too. But Nolan can't trust it. The past
haunts him; injustices left unanswered loom over his present and threaten
his future. One injustice in particular. Iris Ryan is a Night Horde daughter
who knows loss of her own. Taken away from her home as a child after
unspeakable horror tore her family apart, she returns to Signal Bend, and
her father, when she's grown because she's never felt at home anywhere
else. As Iris settles into a new life of her choosing in the home she's
regained, she and Nolan connect. As his love for Iris deepens, Nolan can't
ignore the way that loss has warped him. The past is a shadow over him,
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and he can no longer live under its weight. He needs vengeance. At any
cost. Note: explicit sex and violence.

PRICE OF ANGELS
CreateSpace Book II in the Dartmoor Series. Holly Jessup came to Knoxville
in search of the Lean Dogs MC, hoping to ﬁnd a killer among them. She's
spent four months cozying up to Sgt. at Arms Michael, and it's time to
make her move. Michael McCall isn't in the habit of accepting contract hits,
but Holly isn't the kind of girl who chases after Dogs. She's petriﬁed, and
infatuated, and she might be the ﬁrst woman to see him for the man he is,
rather than the outlaw he seems. Maybe, for Holly, he can become St.
Michael at last. After the events of FEARLESS, the Lean Dogs can't aﬀord
any more scandals. Michael never expected he'd be the one to bend the
rules. And no one thought his feelings for one woman could shake the
balance of the Tennessee underworld. Be sure to look for Book I in the
Dartmoor Series, FEARLESS, and be on the lookout for Book III, coming
Summer 2015. Lauren invites her readers to join her on social media:
@lauren_gilley; hoofprintpress.blogspot.com; Facebook/Lauren Gilley Author. Email her at authorlaurengilley@gmail.com.

OWN THE WIND
A CHAOS NOVEL
Forever Too hot to handle . . . Tabitha Allen grew up in the thick of Chaosthe Chaos Motorcycle Club, that is. Her father is Chaos' leader, and the club
has always had her back. But one rider was diﬀerent from the start. When
Tabby was running wild, Shy Cage was there. When tragedy tore her life
apart, he helped her piece it back together. And now, Tabby's thinking
about much more than friendship . . . Tabby is everything Shy's ever
wanted, but everything he thinks he can't have. She's beautiful, smart, and
as his friend's daughter, untouchable. Shy never expected more than
friendship, so when Tabby indicates she wants more-much more-he feels
like the luckiest man alive. But even lucky men can crash and burn . . .

AMERICAN HELLHOUND
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform Black dogs. Demons. Hellhounds.
Damned souls that haunt crossroads, taking the forms of hulking dogs with
glowing red eyes. Legends of the Old World, but just stories meant to scare
lonely wanderers. Mostly. Knoxville, Tennessee boasts black dogs of its
own: the mother chapter of the Lean Dogs Motorcycle Club. And like all
legends, the Lean Dogs draw challengers from every corner of the
underworld. War's brewing in Tennessee, and the Dogs' ﬁrst family is
about to face its biggest challenge yet: the past. Ghost Teague has spent
the last twenty-ﬁve years transforming a once-rough club into an empire
with his queen by his side, the fearless girl who turned his life around
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when he needed her most. This new threat is a personal one, aimed at him,
at Maggie, and it's calling into question all the decisions they've made thus
far. With a rival club in town, and an old nemesis preying on their doubts,
they'll have to save the city, the club, and their family. And there's only
one way to do it: together. With past and present storylines, the sixth
installment of the Dartmoor Series explores the king and queen like never
before, an epic tale of rising, and ruling, and leaning on one another.

MASTERING THE GAME OF THRONES
ESSAYS ON GEORGE R.R. MARTIN'S A SONG OF ICE AND FIRE
McFarland George R.R. Martin's A Song of Ice and Fire series is a worldwide
phenomenon, and the world of Westeros has seen multiple adaptations,
from HBO's acclaimed television series to graphic novels, console games
and orchestral soundtracks. This collection of new essays investigates
what makes this world so popular, and why the novels and television series
are being taught in university classrooms as genre-deﬁning works within
the American fantasy tradition. This volume represents the ﬁrst sustained
scholarly treatment of George R.R. Martin's groundbreaking work, and
includes writing by experts involved in the production of the HBO show.
The contributors investigate a number of compelling areas, including the
mystery of the shape-shifting wargs, the conﬂict between religions, the
origins of the Dothraki language and the sex lives of knights. The
signiﬁcance of fan cultures and their adaptations is also discussed.

THIS IS LOVE, BABY
K Webster THIS IS BOOK TWO IN SERIES. PLEASE READ THIS IS WAR, BABY
FIRST. My War was over and I had lost. My captor reminded me I was
nothing more than his pawn. His strategy never changed…it was always
me. But what he didn’t know was that LOVE always wins. In my War, I’d
found not only peace but LOVE as well. I’d been through a battleﬁeld with
my War and LOVE was what brought us to the other side. Our LOVE was
beautiful and pure. Undying. My captor thinks he has won this war. That I
will LOVE him. What he doesn’t know is this time, I’m the one with a
strategy. I’m always thinking several moves ahead of him, my War taught
me that. I will outsmart him and ﬁnd peace again. This is a war I will win.
My LOVE will conquer all. Warning: This is Love, Baby is a dark romance.
Strong sexual themes and violence which could trigger emotional distress
are found in this story. Terrible, terrible things happen to our poor heroine,
so you’ve been properly warned. This story is NOT for everyone.

WHISPER OF SCANDAL (SCANDALOUS WOMEN OF THE TON, BOOK 1)
HarperCollins UK “One whisper of scandal and a reputation dies...” London,
May 1811
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BEAUTIFUL DISASTER SIGNED LIMITED EDITION
A NOVEL
Simon and Schuster Travis Maddox, Eastern University's playboy, makes a
bet with good girl Abby that if he loses, he will remain abstinent for a
month, but if he wins, Abby must live in his apartment for the same
amount of time.

SIMPLE FAITH
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform A NEW MAFIA ROMANCE SERIES!
Against his father's wishes, Trey Pagano made a choice to join the other
side of his family and stand with Don Nick Pagano, head of the Pagano
Brothers, the most powerful Family in New England. Now he strives to ﬁnd
the balance between these two sides of himself, between the father who
raised him and the don who means to lift him up. Seeking the brightest
mind to keep his secrets, Don Pagano recruited Lara Dumas, a woman with
a brilliant intellect bound up in a damaged mind and frail body. Lara has
carefully constructed a small world for herself in a comfortable corner of
Providence, building boundaries within her limits. When Lara is hurt by
Pagano Brothers' enemies, the safety of her world is destroyed. The don
assigns Trey to take her away and protect her-and the things she knows.
Hundreds of miles from home, hidden from danger and cut oﬀ from
everything they know and trust, Trey and Laura grow close. Against his
better judgment, Trey falls for the woman whose strength shines through
the cracks in her psyche. Despite her trauma, Lara comes to trust the man
who's kept her safe. Whether the bond they forge in safety can survive
when they return to the world is a matter of faith-in themselves and in
each other.

SINNER'S CREED
Penguin First in a new series—welcome to the Sinner’s Creed Motorcycle
Club, where hard bodies and hot leather are made for each other, and love
gone wrong is the most irresistible of all... “I was the demon-possessed
monster and she was the innocent, naïve angel. But none of that matters.
She asks, I give and right now, I'll kill anyone who tries to stop me from
giving this woman what she wants—me.” Dirk lives in the
shadows—performing hits, maintaining order, and upholding the no-holdsbarred legacy of the Sinner’s Creed Motorcycle Club. A nomad with a
restless spirit and a cold heart, the open road is his world. One of the few
constants in his life: his desire for the one woman who has consumed his
thoughts for years. Saylor Samson grew up far from the harshness of Dirk’s
world. But ever since she was seventeen she’s been drawn to this dark and
mysterious man who always seemed to show up just when she needed him.
After years of fated encounters, he’s back. This time he’s taking her. This
time she’s ready for the ride. But just when the darkness in Dirk’s life
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begins to fade, Saylor reveals a secret that puts them both to the ultimate
test. Now, Dirk has to make a decision: submit to his destiny with the MC,
or choose his own.

SHOW THE FIRE
CreateSpace Len Wahlberg, the Night Horde MC's Sergeant at Arms, has had
Isaac Lunden's back for decades. A loner at heart, he has needed no closer
bond than the brotherhood of his club. For years, he's preferred to take his
women in groups, because he has neither needed nor wanted the intimacy
of a coupling. But after he's seriously wounded in a ﬁreﬁght, feeling his
age and mortality more acutely than ever before, he discovers that his own
company isn't enough any longer. He needs a stronger, more intimate
bond, and he ﬁnds that connection in an old friend. Natasha Westby is a
club daughter. Her father, the Horde's ﬁrst SAA, raised her alone, within
the rough and rowdy walls of the clubhouse. After a torrid, youthful aﬀair
with Isaac ended in public humiliation and heartbreak, Tasha left Signal
Bend and found a safe distance from which to make a life-close enough to
stay connected to her family, but far enough to live her life outside the
club. She built a complete, contented, unconventional life that has little to
do with Signal Bend or her club family. As a doctor working at the nearest
hospital, she ﬁnds herself involved more and more deeply with the club as
its business becomes more and more dangerous. When her family ties
ﬁnally upend her separate life, she is drawn back home and into Len's
arms. While Len and Tasha try to understand and deﬁne their connection
to each other, and Tasha struggles with her reentry into the world of the
club, the Horde's unwilling entanglement with a dangerous drug cartel
becomes deadly. Fighting for justice and freedom against a man who will
commit any atrocity to assert his power, the Horde family experiences pain
and loss the likes of which it has never known before. Love and hope are
all they have left. Note: Dark themes. Explicit sex, graphic violence.

LOCK & KEY
Book One of the One-Eyed Jacks Motorcycle Club series

CLUBWHORE
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform I'm that girl... The girl every
woman loves to hate. The one your man dreams about. I live up to my
name... CLUBWHORE. And this is my story. She needs something.
Something Devil's Renegade MC Sergeant at Arms Bryce is more than
willing to give. But he's not the kind of man who asks. He takes. And soon,
he will take her. He'll dominate her. He'll captivate her. She'll be his-no
patches...no property...no titles. Only her. Only him. She thinks this is her
story to tell. It very well may be. But he...is ﬁxing to rewrite it.
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REST & TRUST
CreateSpace Sherlock is the Intelligence Oﬃcer of the Night Horde SoCal.
It's his job to ﬁnd and control information, to keep boundaries around what
is known by whom. He's managed himself the same way, always keeping
his club life and his personal life in separate boxes, not wanting to share
either with the other. Lately, though, as his brothers settle down, one by
one, and become family men, he's been sensing an empty space between
his boxes. He needs someone to need him. For himself, not for his skill.
Sadie is rebuilding her life after it fell apart publicly and exposed years-old
secrets. She is learning to trust herself and everybody else, learning how
to live in the world without the buﬀers she'd needed for so long. It's a
struggle every day, but she's trying to master her needs one at a time.
They meet when Sadie needs rescue. When she literally runs to Sherlock
for it, he helps the strange, frantic girl without a second thought. In the
way of rescuers, Sherlock feels responsible for her. And for him, that
feeling holds a potent allure. It's not so easy between them: Sadie is afraid
to need, ashamed to be needy, worried what it could mean if she were to
trust someone enough to let her guard down. But Sherlock is determined
and patient. He's one of the good guys, and he's found someone who
understands him and who needs to take what he needs to give. He's not
going to let her go. Note: explicit sex and violence.

CHASING SERENITY: A RIVER RAIN NOVEL
Blue Box Press New York Times and USA Today bestselling author Kristen
Ashley brings a new novel in her River Rain series… From a very young
age, Chloe Pierce was trained to look after the ones she loved. And she was
trained by the best. But when the man who looked after her was no longer
there, Chloe is cast adrift—just as the very foundation of her life crumbled
to pieces. Then she runs into tall, lanky, unpretentious Judge Oakley, her
exact opposite. She shops. He hikes. She drinks pink ladies. He drinks
beer. She’s a city girl. He’s a mountain guy. Obviously, this means they
have a blowout ﬁght upon meeting. Their second encounter doesn’t go a
lot better. Judge is loving the challenge. Chloe is everything he doesn’t
want in a woman, but he can’t stop ﬁnding ways to spend time with her. He
knows she’s dealing with loss and change. He just doesn’t know how deep
that goes. Or how ingrained it is for Chloe to care for those who have a
place in her heart, how hard it will be to trust anyone to look after her…
And how much harder it is when it’s his turn.

KNIFE & FLESH
Patrick "Trick" Stavros is a soldier in the Night Horde SoCal, and he was a
soldier in the US Army, once upon a time--a sniper deployed to
Afghanistan. The club recently tasked him to use those skills, and the job
he did for his club weighs heavy on him, just as the job he did for his
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country does. He's struggling under the weight, and he's beginning to
crumble.Juliana Dominguez is a single mother who has just moved with her
young daughter, Lucie, into Trick's apartment complex. Juliana and Trick
know each other a little, and share a mutual attraction, but she has
rebuﬀed his advances. She knows about the Night Horde, and she wants a
safer, more secure life for her daughter.Circumstances conspire to bring
them together despite Juliana's reservations, and they learn that they
share some kinds of pain and can make each other stronger. Then, just as
Juliana realizes that, with Trick, she and Lucie can have the security and
stability they need, and also have something even more important--real,
deep, meaningful love--the consequences of Trick's club life threaten to
tear it all away.Note: explicit sex and violence.

GEOPHYSICAL HAZARDS
MINIMIZING RISK, MAXIMIZING AWARENESS
Springer Science & Business Media The International Year of Planet Earth
(IYPE) was established as a means of raising worldwide public and political
awareness of the vast, though frequently under-used, potential the Earth
Sciences possess for improving the quality of life of the peoples of the
world and safeguarding Earth’s rich and diverse environments. The
International Year project was jointly initiated in 2000 by the International
Union of Geological Sciences (IUGS) and the Earth Science Division of the
United Nations Educational, Scienti?c and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO).
IUGS, which is a Non-Governmental Organisation, and UNESCO, an InterGovernmental Orga- sation, already shared a long record of productive
cooperation in the natural sciences and their application to societal
problems, including the International Geoscience Programme (IGCP) now in
its fourth decade. With its main goals of raising public awareness of, and
enhancing research in the Earth sciences on a global scale in both the
developed and less-developed countries of the world, two operational
programmes were demanded. In 2002 and 2003, the Series Editors
together with Dr. Ted Nield and Dr. Henk Schalke (all four being core
members of the Management Team at that time) drew up outlines of a
Science and an Outreach Programme. In 2005, following the UN
proclamation of 2008 as the United Nations International Year of Planet
Earth, the “Year” grew into a triennium (2007–2009).

ANNE SULLIVAN MACY THE STORY BEHIND HELEN KELLER
Franklin Classics Trade Press This work has been selected by scholars as being
culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we
know it. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America,
and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy
and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a
copyright on the body of the work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that
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this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made
generally available to the public. To ensure a quality reading experience,
this work has been proofread and republished using a format that
seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy-toread typeface. We appreciate your support of the preservation process,
and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive
and relevant.

FEARLESS
CreateSpace From the author of the Walker Series comes a family drama like
no other, a sprawling character epic, a forbidden love story full of angst,
adventure, heartbreak, and second chances. Welcome to the mother
chapter of the Lean Dogs Motorcycle Club; meet the girl raised by outlaws,
and the fearsome man who will always hold her heart.Ava Teague left for
college with a busted heart and a deeply ingrained love for her biker
family. She returns home to Knoxville for grad school, just in time for her
father to accept the burden of president...and for Mercy Lécuyer to roll
back into town, looking to patch into the Tennessee chapter once more.
Felix Lécuyer left the swamps of Louisiana for a life as an outlaw biker
named Mercy, but it was his family, and the retribution he dealt because of
it, that made him famous within the club. Fourteen years ago he ﬂed New
Orleans for Knoxville, to become an extractor and bodyguard within the
mother chapter, guarding Ghost Teague's family, becoming a constant
companion to little Ava. When she was seventeen, he ﬁnally crossed the
line. Now she's twenty-two, and he's back in town as an old nemesis rears
its ugly head, and puts the entire club in danger. The fate of the club is
uncertain, but Mercy has no doubts about his heart; it still belongs to Ava.
Now available as a complete novel, Fearless launches a thrilling new series
about the Lean Dogs of Tennessee, and the women tough enough to love
them. Look for Book II, Price of Angels, coming March 2015.

HONOR BOUND
Penguin Bestselling author Joey W. Hill reveals the erotic bond between a
Master and the beautiful submissive who stole his heart. Recapturing their
night of unparalleled passion won’t be easy—but love won’t be denied…
Peter Winston is a successful business man and a captain in the National
Guard. On the night before his second tour in Afghanistan, he and his
partners at Kensington & Associates head out to enjoy an upscale BDSM
club. While the evening begins with laughter and whiskey, it takes a sharp
turn when Peter, a sexual Dominant, sets his eyes on a beautiful masked
submissive… Army Sergeant Dana Smith doesn’t often seek the shelter of a
man, but being Peter’s gives her a welcome sense of sanctuary. What
begins as a night of fantastic pleasure becomes something they hope will
never end. But duty calls, and it will be over a year before they can see
each other again. And when they do, things have drastically changed.
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Severely injured in the line of duty, Dana has lost her sight and her will to
live. But Peter doesn’t accept defeat in business, battle or love. With the
talents of the other K&A males, he’ll set the stage for another special night
for them, knowing that only a submissive’s willingness to trust her Master
will bring her back to love and life again. Includes a preview of the next
novel in the bestselling Vampire Queen series, Taken By a Vampire Honor
Bound previously appeared in Laced With Desire.

FOOTSTEPS
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform Carlo Pagano Jr. is the eldest son
of a large Italian-American family in Quiet Cove, Rhode Island. He's a
disappointment to his father but a hero to the young son he is raising
alone, after his wife abandoned them. Sabina Alonzo-Auberon is a beautiful
Argentine native married to one of the most inﬂuential and wealthy men in
New England. Though James Auberon is highly esteemed, the power and
glamour the world sees hide a darker reality that exists within the walls of
their home. Sabina is trapped in a life of control and abasement, living with
a man too powerful and vengeful to escape. Sabina doesn't wish to be
rescued and whisked away on a white horse. She's not looking for a fairy
tale hero; she knows the fairy tale is a lie. She's waiting for the chance to
save herself. But she won't turn down help if it comes. A fateful meeting
with Carlo brings Sabina the chance to break free and make a life on her
own terms. If any name demands respect and strikes fear more than
Auberon, it's Pagano. Carlo's uncles head one of the most powerful
'families' in the Northeast, and they will oﬀer their help-for a price. What
begins as an oﬀer of assistance deepens into an intense bond, but before
Carlo and Sabina can be together, they must overcome the obstacles in
their path. Together Carlo and Sabina seek true and honest love, and
freedom from the demons of their pasts, but no quest was ever without its
trials. Explicit sex. Some dark themes.

A ROSE IN WINTER
Harper Collins The fairest ﬂower in Mawbry is Erienne Fleming, the
enchanting, raven-haired daughter of the village mayor. Charming, spirited
and exquisitely lovely, she is beset on all sides by suitors, any one of whom
would pay a king's fortune for a place in her heart. But Erienne has eyes for
only one: the dashing and witty young Yankee, Christopher Seton. But
marriage for love is not to be, for her irresponsible and unscrupulous
father, crippled by gambling debts, is intent on auctioning oﬀ his beautiful
daughter to the highest bidder. And in the end, Erienne is devastated to
ﬁnd it is the strange and secretive Lord Saxton who has purchased her--a
mysterious, tragic ﬁgure who wears a mask and a cloak at all times to hide
disﬁguring scars gained in a terrible ﬁre some years back. But in the
passing days, Saxton's true nature is revealed to her. A gentle and adoring
soul, he treats his new bride with warmth and abiding tenderness, yet
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appears to her only by daylight. She, in turn, vows to be a good and loyal
wife to him. And then Christopher Seton reenters Erienne's world.
Conﬂicted by emotions she cannot suppress, Erienne valiantly attempts to
remain honorable to her elusive, enigmatic husband but feels herself
irresistibly drawn to Seton's passion, his ﬁre, and his secrets. Entangled in
intrigues she doesn't yet understand, Erienne Fleming will soon have to
make a devastating choice: between love and honor...between her duty
and her heart.

DREAM SPINNER
Hachette UK 'Kristen Ashley's books are addicting!' JILL SHALVIS, bestselling
author 'I don't know how Kristen Ashley does it; I just read the damn books
and happily get lost in her world' FROLIC ________________ Hattie Yates has
ﬁnally met the man of her dreams. Yet years of abuse from her demanding
father have left her petriﬁed of disappointment. She's already failed to
reach her goal of becoming a professional ballerina-she can't handle the
terrible consequences of another dream becoming a nightmare. But when a
stalker sets their sights on Hattie, there's only one man she dares to hope
can help . . . Axl Pantera knows Hattie is the only woman for him. Yet
despite the attraction burning between them, Hattie refuses to let him in.
The former soldier is determined to woo her into letting down her walls.
And when danger comes calling, he's up against more than her wary and
bruised heart. Axl will do anything to prove to Hattie that they're meant to
be, but ﬁrst, he'll need to keep her safe. ________________ Find out why
readers are addicted to Kirsten Ashley's books . . . 'I'm surprised this book
didn't self-combust from the degree of utterly swoon-worthy, bossy,
possessive, unapologetic, sweet, tender, badass, HOT UBER ALPHA males
in it! This book is pure over-the-top deliciousness!' Aestas Book Blog
'Those who like a dash of sweetness in their suspense will be delighted'
Publishers Weekly on Dream Maker 'Kristen Ashley books are a haven , a
safe place I go to when I am having a bad day or when i just want to
destress' Goodreads review 'A non-stop wild ride!' Goodreads review 'A
light-hearted, funny romp with enough drama to take you to that deeper
level we crave in romance' Goodreads review 'This book has it all: to-die-for
hero, a sassy, smartass heroine, lots of action, hot hot sex, secret lairs,
badass bikers, romance, a few misty-eyed moments, laugh out loud humor,
alpha males out the wazoo and just general over the top fun!' Goodreads
review
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